1. Introduction {#s0010}
===============

As the population ages, it becomes increasingly important to understand how individual health changes with age. The physical performance changes that occur are 1 aspect of this, so just how age affects endurance performance is an important question. In recent years, attention has been given to the effects of aging on endurance performance in runners.[@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020], [@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0035] This is important since master athletes may function as a model for successful aging.[@bib0040] In addition, many health benefits occur with lifelong aerobic sport.[@bib0045], [@bib0050], [@bib0055]

An event of special interest is the marathon. The long distance puts high physical demands on the runner and successful completion requires adequate and regular endurance training.[@bib0060] The marathon also requires a healthy lifestyle compatible with the effort, and it has been shown that unfavorable habits, such as smoking, lack of physical activity, and obesity, are largely absent among marathon runners.[@bib0065] This makes the marathon valuable as a model, since many of the age-related changes in physiological functional capacity are connected to sedentary lifestyle and lack of training.[@bib0045], [@bib0065], [@bib0070], [@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085]

Although it is obvious that the physical capacity of senior athletes and runners is reduced with age, there is much debate about the actual relationship between performance and age.[@bib0020], [@bib0075], [@bib0090] These and other investigations have focused on the best runners to study how performance changes with age,[@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0095] and some have tried to find mathematical models for the age-dependent variation in performance.[@bib0080], [@bib0090], [@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110] Less attention has, however, been paid to the performance changes that occur within the whole group of marathon runners including amateur and recreational runners, which will be the focus of the current paper.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the age-related changes of the endurance performance in a population of male marathon runners, including amateur and recreational runners. The main research question was stated as: How long does it take for a male marathon runner who is *x* years old to finish the Stockholm Marathon? In addition, the aim was to quantify how much of the variations in running time that can be explained by age and to determine if an optimum age exists for running the marathon. One hypothesis was that the effect of age on performance is clearly measurable, quantifiable, and possible to describe mathematically. Since previous studies have focused on the best runners, a final aim was to compare the effect of age on the whole population of male marathon runners with the effect of age on the elite.

2. Methods {#s0015}
==========

2.1. Subjects {#s0020}
-------------

The subjects in this study were taken from the 36 Stockholm Marathons held from 1979 through 2014. Age and running time of all male finishers were analyzed. The analysis was performed on the male finishers since there are roughly 5.3 times as many male finishers as female finishers. This is essential, as the mathematical model-building has the potential to be more reliable when more data are used. The data were obtained from the marathon website ([www.stockholmmarathon.se](http://www.stockholmmarathon.se){#iw0010}). As in other studies involving publicly available data, the requirement of consent was waived.[@bib0015], [@bib0115] All procedures used in the study met the ethical standards of the Swedish Ethical Review Act and were approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Umeå, Sweden.

The course of the Stockholm Marathon has changed somewhat over the years, but the conditions have remained quite stable from race to race. It involves 2 slightly different laps across the islands of Stockholm with a double crossing of a long bridge with a height difference of 34 m. In 1980, the arranger introduced a limit that maximized the allowed running time at 6 h. Since 1982, the Swedish champion in marathon-running has been crowned at the Stockholm Marathon, but the participants are primarily non-elite. In 1982, the event was moved to the beginning of June, having previously been held in August.

The collected data can be seen as a sample of epidemiologically relevant size from the population of healthy men, or as a sample from the population of potential marathon runners. The sample of subjects is not totally random as the participation is a choice of the subject, i.e., self-selection, and factors like the attractiveness of the Stockholm Marathon might influence individual choice. On the other hand, the event organizer does not have any inclusion cut-off times for registration. This means that the event is open to anyone until the participation limit has been reached.

The most common male finishers were from Sweden (64.1%), followed by Finland (15.5%), Germany (2.9%), UK (2.7%), France (1.9%), Norway (1.7%), and Denmark (1.5%), in the cohort of finishers from 2014. Less than 0.1% of the finishers were from Kenya or Ethiopia, which is similar to previous findings.[@bib0120], [@bib0125] In total over 80 nations were represented.

Some individuals appear more than once in the complete data set, but since Stockholm Marathon is an annual event no subject appears more than once when the cohort is divided into 1-year age classes. This means that the data are not nested within subjects.

2.2. Data analyses {#s0025}
------------------

Data processing was performed by a commercial software package (MATLAB Release 2012b; The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The package is an interactive environment used by engineers and scientists for data analysis, numerical computation and visualization. As an initial analysis of the data, certain background statistics were examined. These were the participation trend over the history of the event, the changes in average age, and the age distribution of the finishers. Since the finishing time was regarded as a stochastic variable, the probability distribution of this variable was analyzed.

In order to determine a mathematical model of the age-dependent running time, nonparametric regression was used, which means that the predictor variable, age, was not assumed to have a predetermined functional form, but was constructed according to the information derived from the data. The distribution of readings of finisher times was seen as a natural variation in the process of running a marathon. Age was the predictor variable of interest, therefore, other variables, such as running experience, training level, fitness, weight, height, variations in the popularity of running, and weather conditions were regarded as sources for randomness in the running time. This assumption had to be verified by checking the possibility to average out their effect.

The regression analysis, based on least squares, was made in 2 ways. The first pathway (Path A) used a 3-step process, where pretreatment was made before the regression analysis. The second pathway (Path B) used the complete dataset of observations in the regression analysis.

The first step in Path A was to divide the cohort into 1-year age classes. Within a single age class the distribution of running times is a result of other variables than age. Examples of these other variables are mentioned above. The second step was to use these distributions to calculate averages and confidence intervals per age-class. This was motivated by the fact that the average is the best estimate of the true value when the data show variations in the readings.[@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140] Further, it was essential to note that the standard uncertainty, which is used for confidence interval calculations, is given by$$u = \frac{s}{\sqrt{n}}$$where *n* is the number of measurements in the set and *s* is the estimated standard deviation.[@bib0130], [@bib0135] This means that the uncertainty goes down when more readings are used from a given distribution; hence, the statistics are improved when results from more runners are added to the data. This was most important in age-classes with few participants. The third step in Path A was to use the calculated averages and confidence intervals per age-class as input for the regression analysis. If it is possible to find a function of the form$$t = f\left( x \right)$$where *t* is the average running time and *x* is the age of the runner, which fits the data with high level of confidence, the assumption that the other variables are suppressed from the set is correct. The coefficient of determination was used to evaluate how well the regression model can explain the effects of age on marathon finishing time.

The second pathway, Path B, skipped the initial calculation of averages in each age-class. This means that the complete dataset of observations was used, without any pretreatment, in the regression analysis to find the relation between age and running time. If the age dependence exists in the data, this regression should result in a similar mathematical model as Path A, but with a smaller coefficient of determination as it cannot explain the variation within an age class. This intra-class variation was removed in Path A, since averages per age-class were used as input for the regression analysis. A comparison of the coefficient of determination from the 2 pathways was used to evaluate how much of the total variation in running time that can be explained by age.

As a last step in the analysis a comparison was made with the elite, since the elite has been the focus of previous studies. This was made by a regression analysis using the Stockholm Marathon record running times of each 1-year age-class. The use of single record finishing times was a way to avoid an unwanted bias in the analysis. It might be unfavorable for age-classes with fewer runners, i.e., the young and older age-classes, to use a group of top finishers to represent the elite. This kind of effect has also been seen in previous research.[@bib0145]

3. Results {#s0030}
==========

3.1. Participation trends {#s0035}
-------------------------

Data were analyzed for a total of 312,342 male runners who completed the Stockholm Marathon from 1979 to 2014. The number of male finishers over the history of the event is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. During the first years, there was a rapid increase in the number of participants, from slightly fewer than 2000 male finishers in 1979 to almost 10,000 male finishers in 1984. During the following years the number of finishers decreased, reaching a low of 6847 finishers in 1996. Since then the number of finishers has steadily increased and is now close to 12,000 male finishers per event.Fig. 1The number of male finishers per year over the history of the Stockholm Marathon.Fig. 1

In the cohort of finishers from 1979 through 2014, the average male runner has finished 2.25 races. Sixty-one point five percent have finished 1 race, 15.6% 2 race, 7.7% 3 race, 4.2% 4 race, and 3.3% 5 race. Zero point two percent of the male finishers have finished 25 races or more.

3.2. Trends in age and finishing time {#s0040}
-------------------------------------

[Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the age distribution of male finishers. The number of finishers per age-class increases up to age 40, after which it falls. The age distribution has changed over the years, which can be seen from the changes in the average age, as shown in [Fig. 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B. During the first 4 years, the average age decreased from 37.2 in 1979 to 35.2 in 1982. Since then, the average age has been increasing, and in 2014 it was 41.5 years. The changes seen in average age, $\overline{x}$ can be described by a nonlinear regression of the form$$\overline{x} = A\left( {1 - e^{- ky}} \right)$$where $A$ and $k$ are constants, and $y$ is a variable representing the event year. A least square fit using the years 1982--2013([Fig. 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B), gives a model that has an adjusted coefficient of determination ${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.989$. The constant $A$ gives a stabilizing age of 42.4 years, which predicts that the average age will continue to increase up until this limit. The time constant of this process is found to be 1/*k* = 15.6 years. These findings indicate that the age distribution of participants is still changing, but at the same time close to equilibrium.Fig. 2The number of male finishers per age-class. The solid line represents all events; the dashed line represents the first 18 years of the history of the race (1979--1996); and the dotted line represents following 18 years (1997--2014). The solid line is thus the sum of the dashed and dotted lines.Fig. 2Fig. 3The trends in average finishing time (A) and average age (B) of the male finishers. The dashed lines represent least square fits. For the average age the years 1979--1981 are regarded as outliers in the fit.Fig. 3

The average finishing time has increased over the years, which can be seen in [Fig. 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A. A linear regression gives *t* = 1.064*y* -- 1885.3, with an adjusted coefficient of determination ${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.681$. This means that the average finishing time of male finishers has increased with about 1 min per year during the history of the Stockholm Marathon.

3.3. Age-related changes in performance {#s0045}
---------------------------------------

The analysis in order to find the age-related changes in running time was made in 2 ways. Path A started with the division of the cohort into 1-year age-classes. [Fig. 4](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of finishing times of all 40-year-old runners, where a comparison with a normal distribution is also made. These distributions were used to calculate averages and confidence intervals per age-class. [Fig. 5](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the resulting average running time as a function of age, with 95% confidence intervals (95%CI). The measurement data can be fitted by a second-order polynomialwith regression parameters as shown in [Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. This regression, using the calculated average running times of each 1-year age-class of runners in the span 18--75 years, gives an adjusted coefficient of determination ${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.997$. With a 95%CI, this function has its minimum at age *x* = 34.3 ± 2.6 years, which in turn gives a finishing time *t* = 234.8 ± 7.4 min.Fig. 4Histogram showing the finishing times of all 40-year-old runners. The curve represents a fit of a normal distribution to the measured distribution.Fig. 4Fig. 5The average finishing time of all 312,342 male finishers as a function of age. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the calculated averages. The dashed line is a least square fit of a second-order polynomial, with a minimum at age *x* = 34.3 years, which in turn gives a finishing time *t* = 234.8 min.Fig. 5Table 1Regression parameters in the second-order polynomial $t = a + bx + cx^{2}$ found using: I) the calculated mean finishing times of runners in the age-groups of 18--75, that is, 58 observations, II) all the observed finisher times, that is, over 312,000 observations, and III) the best results in each 1-year age-class. The confidence level is at 95%.Table 1ParameterI: age-groups\
(${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.997$)II: all data\
(${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.0451$)III: best results\
(${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.962$)*a* (min)284 ± 3285 ± 2195 ± 11*b* (min/year)−2.9 ± 0.2−2.9 ± 0.1−3.6 ± 0.5*c* (min/year^2^)0.042 ± 0.0020.042 ± 0.0010.053 ± 0.005

The second pathway, Path B, skips the initial calculation of averages in each age-class. This means that all the 312,342 observations were used in the regression analysis. The resulting functional form is still a second-order polynomial. As can be seen in [Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, the regression parameters are essentially unchanged, the CIs are somewhat narrowed, and the adjusted coefficient of determination goes down to ${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.0451$.

In order to compare with the elite, an analysis was made using the Stockholm Marathon record running times of each 1-year age-class ([Fig. 6](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). They show a similar second-order relation, ${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.962$, between age and running time, with peak performance at *x* = 34.1 years and finishing time *t* = 133.3 min. Regression parameters are shown in [Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 6The single best result in every 1-year age-class. The dashed line is a least square fit of a second-order polynomial, with a minimum at age *x* = 34.1 years, which in turn gives a finishing time *t* = 133.3 min. The inset shows the year when the best result in every 1-year age-class was set. The nationality and number of record holders are: Sweden 33, Finland 8, Kenya 5, Ethiopia 2, Tanzania 2, USA 2, Brazil 1, Colombia 1, UK 1, Latvia 1, Lithuania 1, and Zimbabwe 1.Fig. 6

Since the models that describe the age-related changes in running time are second-order polynomials, the performance curve is symmetric around the optimum age. Close to the optimum age, the effect of the quadratic term is small. Therefore, performance improves up to the optimum age and the improvement is greatest for the youngest runners, just as the degradation in performance is greatest for the oldest runners. If the peak performance age is taken as the reference, it is possible to calculate the change in running time as *Δt* = *c*${x^{\prime}}^{2}$, where $x^{\prime}$ is the age difference from peak age. As a numerical example, the average running time increases with *Δt* = $cx^{2}$ = 0.042 × 10^2^ = 4.2 min if the subjects are 10 years younger than or 10 years older than peak performance age, i.e., 24 years or 44 years. This increase corresponds to a change of 1.8% in running time for an offset of 10 years from optimum. This can be compared with the values found for the Stockholm Marathon elite, which gives *Δt* = $c{x^{\prime}}^{2}$ = 0.053 × 10^2^ = 5.3 min. This, in turn, corresponds to a change of 4.0% in running time for an offset of 10 years from optimum. Thus, the elite improve and degrade at a faster rate than the average marathon runner.

4. Discussion {#s0050}
=============

The purpose of the present study was to find a model for the relationship between age and endurance performance in a population of male marathon runners, including amateur and recreational runners. In addition, the aim was to determine if an optimum age for running the marathon exists and to quantify how much of the total variation in running time that can be explained by age. One hypothesis was that the effect of age on performance is clearly measurable, quantifiable, and possible to describe mathematically. Finally, a comparison was made with the elite.

The main findings were: (a) an almost deterministic relation, ${\overline{R}}^{2} = 0.997$, between average running time and age that could be modeled by a second-order polynomial; (b) the model shows that marathon performance improves up to age 34.3 ± 2.6 years, thereafter, the performance starts to decline; (c) a quantification of the influence of age on running time shows that it accounts for 4.5% of the total variance seen in the performance data; (d) faster rates of change in performance (both improvement and degradation) for the elite than for the average marathoner. These outcomes indicate that the effect of age on performance in endurance running events is clearly measurable, quantifiable, and possible to describe with a simple mathematical model. At the same time the findings show that other factors, such as training, affect the performance more.

The present investigation uses 36 years of historical data from the same competition and increases the scope of investigation by including all finishers, amateur and recreational runners as well as the elite. The investigation treated the editions of Stockholm Marathon as different experiments to collect performance data from a large group of subjects, which made it possible to average out factors like training experience (as long as the subject can finish a marathon), weight, weather conditions, popularity trends, demography, and other things that affect running time. The procedure leaves the physiological changes due to age as the only parameter that can affect running time. The high level of confidence and coefficient of determination found in the age span from 18 to 75 years supports this. The level of confidence in model building has not been found in previous studies using fewer runners.[@bib0150] The current method is able to detect age-related changes in performance that have not been possible to detect without mathematical modeling on similar data.[@bib0065]

The current investigation indicates that there exists an age when the physiology gives peak endurance performance in the marathon. With a level of confidence at 95%, this age was found to be 34.3 ± 2.6 years using the whole sample of male Stockholm Marathon finishers. This does not differ much from what was found using the best Stockholm Marathon results in each 1-year age-class, which suggests peak performance at age 34.1 years. This age is higher than what have been found in previous research on the elite that suggest peak performance in late 20 s.[@bib0090], [@bib0145], [@bib0155] An explanation for this difference in findings might be that they had a higher fraction of African athletes in their studies since it has been shown that they achieve the fastest race times and were younger than non-African athletes.[@bib0120], [@bib0125] Another explanation might be that the current study uses a larger set of historical data. As can be seen from [Fig. 6](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, many of the records for the older age-classes were set before the year 2000. It might also be noted that the polynomial fit given by Lara et al.[@bib0090] has a peak performance at age 38, which is a higher age than the age found here.

The quadratic relationship between running time and age gives a continuous and accelerating rate of performance changes. The finding that degradation in performance starts at age ∼35 years is confirmed by previous research[@bib0100], [@bib0150], [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0170] and opposes that there is a breaking point in the development of performance at age 50 years.[@bib0020] The quadratic form indicates that there is an age-regime, before the peak, where the endurance performance improves and a regime, after the peak, where the endurance performance degrades. This can be compared with other findings that also indicate that there is a brief age-range for maximal performance, bordered by ages of lower endurance running performance.[@bib0090], [@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0150], [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0170] From a physiological point of view this might be understood as a competition between age-dependent improvements and degradations. Based largely on studies of highly trained male runners, the 3 main physiological determinants of endurance performance are believed to be maximal aerobic capacity, lactate threshold, and running economy.[@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0060], [@bib0160], [@bib0175], [@bib0180] This research shows that the maximal aerobic capacity is reduced with advancing age, which in turn reduces the lactate threshold. In contrast, it seems as if exercise economy has a relatively small influence on age-related decreases in exercise performance. On the other hand, high performance running is reliant on skill and precise timing in which all movements have purpose and function, which indicate that a comprehensive training background will improve the running economy.[@bib0185]

5. Conclusion {#s0055}
=============

The present study demonstrates that it is possible to isolate and describe the effect of age on running time in a marathon using a mathematical model. The results indicate that male marathon runners can focus their training to obtain maximal performance during their mid-30s instead of late 20s. At the same time, the finding that only 4.5% of the total variance in the performance data can be explained by age also lends support to the proposition that other factors, like life style and training parameters, have a significant effect on performance. The outcome that the rate of age-related changes in performance is smaller in the group of amateur runners than in the elite might be interpreted in 2 ways. Either the elite master runners have a potential to improve in order to slow down their degradation to a similar rate as amateur runners, or the difference reflects intrinsic physiological changes that makes elite performance difficult to maintain with age. Finally, future research should aim to extend the generalizability of the current findings by examining whether the results hold true across both genders and across different countries, and if there are long-term changes that can indicate variations over time in the health of the population.
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